Kai Grunwitz’s is our opening keynote and will speak on “Cyber Risk Management in the Digital Age- Society 5.0.” Jean Paul Koelbl is our 2nd keynote and will speak on “Validated Identity- The New Business Enabler”. Zsuzsanna Kunszt is a panelist on GDPR and Martin Tang will moderate the evening.

Kai Grunwitz
Senior Vice President EMEA, NTT Security, Frankfurt

Synopsis

Kai will speak on Cyber Risk Management in the Digital Age- Society 5.0.

“Industry 4.0” is a thing of the past. With the ever-increasing speed and influence on our lives of digital transformation, the world faces a great tide of change. This is “Society 5.0”. “Society 5.0” is technology-based, people-focused and embraces a variety of "smart" and “intelligent” application scenarios. The foundations of this new society are digital infrastructures, platforms and services. They are based on smart technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), Robotics, the Internet of Things (IoT), Blockchain, Augmented and Virtual Reality and Robotic Process Automation (RPA). These technologies, when combined, will produce the greatest social and economic impact and change since the industrial revolution. But what will happen to the security of our personal data? Society 5.0 necessarily means vast new amounts of personal data will be collected and shared across different systems, globally. Countless new threat vectors loom on the horizon, bringing concomitant heightened risks to personal data security. In order to manage these risks, we need to better understand the threat vectors and risk landscape.
Speaker Profile

Kai Grunwitz is Senior Vice President EMEA at NTT Security. He is responsible for the business and the development of go-to-market strategies in Consulting and Managed Security for NTT Security. In addition, Kai is responsible for Global Consulting Governance. He has 25 years IT industry experience, in business management and top management positions. Prior to joining NTT Security, he was in management roles at Oracle Corporation (Vice President consulting Northern Europe and member of the German country leadership team) and at Sun Microsystems (Head of professional services Central Europe).

As a cyber security leader and influencer, he is a regular guest and speaker at events, such as the Gartner Security Summit and Handelsblatt Annual Conference on Cybersecurity. Kai is also an active blogger on cyber security and digital transformation topics. You can follow Kai on Twitter @KaiGrunwitz.

In March 2019, Kai and members of his team at NTT’s Security Operations Centre, appeared on Swiss TV, on Reto Lipp’s ECO das Wirtschaftsmagazin, in the series on Cybercrime. On 11 March 2019 PLAY > On 25 March 2019 PLAY >

Kai also hosts the NTT Security “Information Security World” Conference in Frankfurt and in London.
- For Frankfurt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0qhKjgEgVNC
- For London: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1ynkTRSR0k

For video coverage of Kai:
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XrlZGKpDv0M
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekxUylFi7g

Jean Paul Koelbl
Principal Consultant, NTT Security Switzerland and former CISO of Swisscard AECS

Synopsis

Jean Paul will speak on “Validated Identity – the new business enabler”. 
Phishing and stolen identities are among our customers' biggest problems and undermine their confidence in digital services. In contrast, we want to make the digital business available to our customers as easily as possible with the lowest possible friction. A validated identity with the greatest possible protection not only supports the business but also the digitalization of your customer processes.

**Speaker Profile**

Jean Paul Koelbl is Principal Consultant at NTT Security in Switzerland. He advises on IT security strategies and complex IT security projects by linking IT risk management to enterprise risk management, enabling secure business.

Prior to this, Jean Paul was CISO at Swisscard AECS, one of Switzerland's leading credit card companies (Amex, Mastercard & Visa). He previously worked for UBS Card Center as Senior IT Security Risk & Compliance Manager and was also responsible for IT Security EMEA at UBS Investment Bank.

Before joining UBS, Jean Paul was owner and managing director of an IT security company for over 10 years.

Jean Paul is a Swiss certified business information specialist and holds the Risk and Information Systems Control™ (CRISC) certification from ISACA.

**Zsuzsanna Kunszt**

Head of Legal Switzerland, AXA XL, a division of AXA

**Panelist Profile**

Zsuzsanna is Head of Legal at AXA XL and is responsible for the legal requirements of all AXA XL (re)insurance companies and branches in Switzerland. She advises the local business operations on a variety of Swiss legal issues, including GDPR.

Before joining AXA XL, Zsuzsanna worked as General Counsel of the Swiss branch of AIG and as Legal Counsel at Swiss Re. Prior to her roles in the insurance industry, Zsuzsanna worked in private practice in Switzerland and in London in top-
tier law firms, where she worked on large and complex insurance litigation claims and advised on insurance regulatory matters and insurance policy wordings.

Zsuzsanna has a Law degree from the University of Zurich and also studied at the La Sapienza University in Rome. She is admitted to the Swiss Bar and is also qualified as a solicitor in England and Wales.

**Martin Tang**  
Chairman, Institute of Risk Management Switzerland Regional Group & Principal, MT Associates

Moderator Profile

A UK-qualified Barrister, Martin is an expert in risk management, in the design of insurance protections for large corporates and in optimising total cost of risk. He has worked for 15 years on the U.S. insurance market and with 200 of the Global 2000 companies.

After 6 years with Swiss Re as underwriter of U.S. liability insurance, Martin joined AXA XL Insurance Bermuda, a leading insurer of global large corporates as VP of Liability Insurance Underwriting and Head of Underwriting Research & Development and Risk Management.

After AXA XL, Martin worked as risk management and insurance consultant to a group of UK companies, including GlaxoSmithKline & AstraZeneca, wishing to form a Bermuda association captive and for Bechtel, the San Francisco engineering firm.

Martin then joined Aon Risk Solutions Switzerland, where he set-up a high-growth consultancy to provide insurance services to Life Sciences & Chemicals (LSC) companies, as Strategic Account Manager, Broking Director & CRM. After Aon, he joined Jardine Lloyd Thompson (JLT), to develop large corporate business in the LSC and Communications, Technology, & Media (Cyber) sectors.

After JLT, Martin set-up MT Associates, a consultancy providing large corporate companies with risk management & insurance solutions.